ABOUT THE GRIFFITH INSURANCE EDUCATION FOUNDATION

The Griffith Insurance Education Foundation, an affiliate of The Institutes, seeks to empower policymakers and
their staff through a greater understanding of insurance and risk management.
Insurance plays a critical role in the financial security of our country, protecting many aspects of our personal lives,
professional endeavors and national economy. Informed risk management policy helps serve as a catalyst for a more
secure financial future for our nation.
The Griffith Foundation provides independent, unbiased education programs on insurance essentials to policymakers
and their staff at the federal and state level.
Resources and Programs
The Griffith Foundation is a trusted partner for credible and unbiased information, aimed at providing the tools
that can inform your decisions, when helping to shape good public policy. Programming at The Griffith Foundation
is designed to serve policymakers and their staff through unbiased, nonpartisan seminars on insurance essentials
and emerging risk management issues.
The Griffith Foundation offers resources including:
• Legislator or Legislative Assistant education programs
• Seminars
• Webinars
• Online courses
Our resources are always current. We are continually refining our approach to reflect the changes in how lawmakers
like you obtain information, allowing you to learn on your own schedule.
We’re deeply committed to objectivity. All of our education programs are strictly instructional and do not support
a position on any issue.
We provide an overview of insurance principles tailored for policymakers and their staff. Each program offers critical
insights to improve your knowledge of insurance and risk management.
All programs are presented by leading academic experts in risk management and insurance.
More information can be found at www.GriffithFoundation.org

The Griffith Insurance Education Foundation is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, non-advocacy educational organization dedicated to the
teaching and study of insurance and risk management. The Griffith Foundation is affiliated with The Institutes, the leader in
delivering proven knowledge solutions that drive powerful business results for the risk management and property-casualty
insurance industry.

